SYNOPSIS
Bid No. 2015-070-6524

Contract to Relocate an Existing Emergency Generator and Purchase and Install Related Electrical Equipment at Youth Village

Prater Electric, LLC Dba Jeffries Electric
P.O. Box 941
Denton, TX 76202
Tim Prater
Tel: 469-610-8222
Fax: 940-382-9922

Recommended for Award

DESCRIPTION:

Specify cost to relocate an existing Emergency Generator and furnish an install an automatic transfer switch, transformer, electrical distribution panel and related equipment and services as per bid specifications, general and technical requirements:

A. Equipment, Material, and Supplies Cost $55,000.00
B. Total Labor and Installation Cost $22,600.00
C. All other costs associated with this project $12,400.00

Total Project/Bid Cost (a+b+c) $90,000.00

Specify:

Transformer Manufacturer Being Proposed: Cutler Hammer/Eaton
Transformer Model Number: V48M24T49EE
Automatic Transfer Switch Manufacturer Being Proposed: Onan
Automatic Transfer Switch Model Number: OTEC 600

Outdoor Distribution Panelboard Manufacturer Being Proposed: Cutler Hammer/Eaton
Outdoor Distribution Panelboard Model Number: P4F120BB12CH3R/P4F600LB36AH3R

Specify:

Additional cost (if any) for the rental, installation, hook -up and set-up of a temporary generator during the project (when required) : None/Inc

Specify:

Completion and Installation Time Period: All work shall be completed within _____ calendar days from the date of approved project schedule. 60 calendar days

Specify:

Transformer Warranty Period: One Year
Automatic Transfer Switch Warranty Period: Two Years
Electrical Panelboard and related components: One Year
All other related component equipment and accessories installed One Year
**SYNOPSIS**
Bid No. 2015-070-6524

**Contract to Relocate an Existing Emergency Generator and Purchase and Install Related Electrical Equipment at Youth Village**

**DESCRIPTION:**

Specify any additional comments/cost/etc. included with your bid proposal, if applicable:

We are proposing two separate panel boards for this project. One for the Main Split and one for the controlled split. This material from the manufacturer has a shorter lead time. The old split bus panels are no longer available and are not serviced any longer. We can offer a quicker lead time and installation time using these materials. We are proposing a Onan ATS so both the Generator and ATS will be serviced by the same manufacturer. These materials will result in a shorter outage. Cummins can provide a yearly maintenance agreement for $2,000.00 if the County is interested.

Should your firm be awarded this contract, describe what (if any) portion of the bid requirements will be subcontracted out:

All work for this project will be performed by our staff other than startup and training by manufacturer.

Specify Prompt/Early Payment Discount Terms:

0%

Is the required technical and descriptive literature of the equipment you propose to furnish included with your bid proposal response? Yes  
No ______

Is the required reference information included with your bid proposal response? Yes  
No ______

Specify the name, telephone number and email address of the account representative who will be handling and managing this account: Note: It is the responsibility of the awarded bidder to notify Dallas County of any account representative and/or contact person changes.

Tim Prater, 469-610-8222  
tim@jeffrieselectric.net

Specify the Secondary (Back-Up Contact Person:

John Prater, 940-243-9922  
john.prater@jeffrieselectric.net